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When the Indian diplomats reopened the Indian embassy in Afghanistan back in June 2022, 

they were in for a surprise. All of the embassy property in Kabul—the ambassador's residence, 

the new Indian chancery next door, as well as the residential properties inside the complex—

were in perfect condition, according to Indian diplomats. Taliban members, on the other hand, 

had ransacked other embassy buildings, including those of the US and Norway. Furthermore, 

The Islamic State Khorasan Province (ISKP), which is commonly thought to be a front for 

Pakistani intelligence, attempted to attack a gurudwara in Kabul a few days before, but were 

neutralised by Taliban security guards.  

 

The Taliban through their forbearance to vandalise any Indian property and protection of the 

gurudwara have sent a strong message to the world. That it wants to reengage with India.  

 

While India seemed to have a calculated response there seems to be a significant change in 

its attitude towards Afghanistan. It’s hard-line stance, as seen by India refusing to allow 

Afghans entering India even those having a valid visa seems to be seen with more flexibility. 

Paramount to a change in this attitude is India’s vote to abstain in the UNSC resolution seeking 

to reopen schools for girls. Its amicability was signified through the landing of the Indian Air 

Force Plane landing on the Kabul runway carrying the diplomats ready to reopen the embassy.  

 

Certainly, the Indian government's decision to restart its mission in Taliban-run Afghanistan 

has angered a number of people. However we are living in a new period and people are starting 

to see the need of cooperating with Afghanistan's new government. It is crucial for India to 



have a presence within Afghanistan. A mission provides it with eyes and ears, and the chance 

to interact with other foreign diplomats stationed there. 

 

For its part, New Delhi has ensured that its engagement with Afghanistan is about ensuring 

proper delivery of humanitarian assistance to the Afghan people, keeping the focus firmly on 

the humanitarian side of the interaction. The Indira Gandhi Children's Hospital in Kabul, 

Habibia High School, and the Chimtala Electricity sub-station were specifically visited by the 

Indian group as examples of projects where Indian support had directly benefited the Afghan 

people. India's approach to Afghanistan has always been centered on the welfare of common 

Afghans, and this approach has less to do with Kabul's political system than it does with long-

term relationships between the two peoples who have shared a common civilization. 

 

With New Delhi providing 20,000 metric tonnes of wheat, 13 tonnes of medicines, winter 

clothing, 500,000 doses of Covid-19 vaccines to Afghanistan, as well as one million doses of 

Covid-19 vaccines for Afghan refugees in Iran, it is this humanitarian spirit that has made India 

one of the most visible actors. For obvious reasons, New Delhi's engagement has been 

progressively expanding given the magnitude and scope of the humanitarian tragedy the 

Afghans are currently experiencing. This has improved India's reputation in Afghanistan and 

demonstrated that the country will continue to support its n even in the face of obstacles due to 

the country's current predicament. 

 

The Taliban, for its part, is also realizing that India has significant regional and international 

influence. A more thorough global outreach is impossible without meaningful engagement with 

New Delhi. Sher Mohammad Abbas Stanikzai, the deputy foreign minister, during the recent 

visit by the Indian official,  stated that "Afghan-Indian ties will move forward based on mutual 

respect and shared bilateral legitimate interests" and "would not be impacted by other nations' 

inter-rivalry"  

 

Today, New Delhi has the chance to reevaluate the Taliban's conditions of engagement on its 

own terms. India will have fresh opportunities as other regional players like China, Russia, and 



Iran seek to intensify their relationship with the Taliban. Though India and the rest of the world 

have changed, the Taliban remain as backward and oppressive as they were before. 

India has been engaged in developmental assistance in Afghanistan and has invested close to 

US$ 3 billion in various developmental projects. After the Taliban takeover in August 2021, 

New Delhi has made serious efforts to adopt a regional approach to address the Afghan 

challenges. India's security is seriously impacted by Afghan instability. Only with India present 

in Afghanistan will the growing power of the Islamic State Khorasan Province (ISKP) and 

Pakistan's history of utilizing Afghan land to train and support anti-India terror groups be 

contained. India's presence in Kabul has given it a considerably more advantageous position.  

 

It should go without saying that India, a rising power, ought to engage in more activities in its 

neighbourhood. Since more than ten years ago, China has had a geopolitical interest in 

Afghanistan. India's Afghan policy must take China's expansionist goals and capacity to exploit 

the strategic void seriously. 

 

Finally, India's involvement may open the door for regional cooperation to solve pressing 

issues brought on by Afghanistan's instability. Threats from terrorism, Islamic extremism, and 

the illicit drug trade that stem from Kabul's instability are shared by regional entities including 

Russia, China, Pakistan, India, Iran, and the Central Asian nations. The Afghan situation 

necessitates a regional strategy, despite the fact that historical evidence indicates that nations 

are primarily motivated by their strategic and economic requirements and that regional 

cooperation have not been successful in our region. 

 

By re-engaging with the rulers of the Hindukush, India is re-joining millennia-old contacts 

between Delhi and Kabul. The Grand Trunk Road once connected these capitals; these days, 

Afghan airlines do the job. 
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